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Using the Whole Deck

In this section you will learn even more about the importance of 
using your whole deck. 

It is only by using all of the cards and in the way that they were 
intended that you will fully realize the full potential of your 
reader as well as the depth of possibilities that the Tarot offers.

Acknowledging all aspects of the duality that is present in life 
and represented in Tarot is truly the key to giving the best and 
most accurate readings!



Assigning Meaning to 
each card position



When you are giving a reading it is 
very important that you determine the 
meaning of each card position in a spread. 
This is one of the main reasons spreads or 
layouts are used in reading Tarot.

 Each card position should have an assigned 
meaning that will work to give the reading 
coherence or sense of organized consistency. 
If you choose to create your own spread for a 
specific kind of reading or use a spread that 
can be multi purposed it is crucial to the 
success of the reading that you assign 
meaning to each card position.

Assigning Meaning



As a reader you will find that having 
predetermined card positions to refer to as 
you are reading will make your readings 
flow and will allow you to target each facet 
of the question. 

Also, if you end up adding more cards to 
the spread in effort to create even higher 
levels of clarity. For each card you add, 
you can assign meanings to them or you 
can use each additional card to give even 
more dimension to the cards already in the 
spread.



Orienting your reading



As you are reading the cards your querent will also be trying to anticipate the feeling or energy of the cards.

They are trying to discern if the card is in the ―”negativ or the ―positive position” . Therefore before you get 
started in a reading you should determine which way you are reading the cards or the orientation of the spread 
for yourself. 

I personally always read toward myself. The main reason for this is because it helps me to understand what the 
cards are saying and then interpret their meaning to the questioner.

Reading cards or pictures upside down is even trickier because the images become somewhat disorienting; in 
other words you could find yourself turning the cards toward yourself and then returning them to their initial 
orientation anyway.

The purpose in deciding this before going into a reading is to create structure and consistency in your readings. 
The more systematic your setup is, you will spend less time on logical linear thinking; thusly allowing your 
intuition to do its best job in bringing forward the information.

 Early on in my career I found that having a system in place was absolutely paramount for me in order to give a 
good reading. 



What is a significator?



● A significator is a card that represents a person, 
event or even a place. 

● I almost always begin a reading with the significator 
card to help to set the tone for the reading. It helps to 
get a sense of how well you are connecting in with 
your intuition as well. 

● Your querent will often confirm and validate you have 
the right personality.

● The significator card acts like an anchor for the energy 
of the reading by giving you a point of reference to 
return to if you start to get a little bit lost. 

● The energy represented in the card will set the tone for 
the rest of the reading. It will help you define how you 
will synthesize the rest of the cards into a narrative 
that creates a cohesive reading.

The significator 



Using Significator Cards



Using Significator Cards

A significator card is a foundation which you can build a story on. If you choose to use 
significator you will find that it is an effective method you can use to create a firm narrative for 
your reading. 

A significator is like an anchor that keeps the energy of the reading in place and gives you a place 
to return to if you start to drift. It is especially helpful to use multiple significator cards in readings 
that have several people.

It gives you a virtual bookmark for each person, creating an avatar of sorts to help you bend 
the narrative in a sensible way. Plus it helps you to remember who you are referring to as you get 
deeper into a reading.



Natural position/ Right 
Side Up



Natural position/ Right 
Side Up

When the cards are right side up this indicates that 
the energy of the card is not inhibited. 

It is flowing without resistance and the subject can 
feel the energies in the card in their full power.

This is either positive or negative by definition. 
When a card is in its upright or natural position a 
few things must be taken into consideration when 
interpreting meanings.



Consider the following

● What spread or number of cards are you 
using?

● How is the card designated?

● Where in relation to the card you are focusing 
on are the other cards?

● What characteristics, symbols or qualities of 
the cards that stands out to you most?

● If it is a single card reading what is the 
purpose of the card? For example Are you 
asking a yes/no question



Reading Inverted cards

Like cards in the upright position, the energy in an 
inverted card is still very present. 

However, an inverted card can indicate a blockage 
of the energy that a card represents. 

Or, it can also imply that the energy is in some way 
inhibited or not in its fullest expression of power. 

Additionally, an inverted card may not change its 
meaning much at all. In any case, the potency of 
an inverted card is in some way altered. 

This is a very important component in giving a 
complete and accurate reading.



For inverted cards 
consider the following 

● What spread or number of cards are you using

● How is the card designated in the spread?

● Look at the relationship of the inverted card/s to 
the cards surrounding it.

● What is the character or qualities of the card you 
are focusing on and how does it modify the 
energies of the cards around it.

● If it is a single card reading what is the purpose of 
the card? For example are you asking a yes/no 
question?



Review

Key notes

● Assigning 

meanings

● Orient your 

reading

● Use a significator

● Upright cards

● Inverted cards

Key Concepts

Tarot is a multifaceted tool and the more you use the 
cards, the more you will come to understand all of it’s 
utility.

When using a spread, for yourself or a client, remember to 
designate what each card represents in the spread. This will 
help you to keep track of the story you are creating that 
will deliver tha answers sought.

Using a significator will assist you by anchoring the 
reading to a person, place or thing.

Finally, reading inverted cards will serve to bring your 
reading into balance by acknowledging the duality of life.




